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-------------------------- Pawclock is a highly-configurable advanced digital clock. It is built around the idea of a clock with backgrounds that change to reflect the time of day. Pawclock is highly customizable so it looks and behaves how you choose. Here are some key features of "Pawclock": Background picture changes according to the current time of day Theme
packs for easy loading of new background pictures and clock colours Synchronise your PC clock with an atomic clock over the internet Alarm function with custom message and sound notification Fullscreen clock mode - turns your PC into a giant digital clock! Many customisation options Features: - Very nice and user-friendly GUI - Configurable time format -
Very powerful configuration panel - Lots of themes - Very fast, easy to use - Fullscreen clock mode Pawclock Recommended: ---------------------- - Pawclock fully supports the following operating systems: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 8.1 - Currently we have just released the Windows 8/8.1 version of Pawclock for Windows
8.1 users - Pawclock is highly optimized for Vista and Windows 7. This means it can take advantage of most of the visual and performance enhancements in those operating systems - The Windows 8 version of Pawclock is recommended for use with Windows 8 devices. Pawclock in Windows 8 will start in a small window within Windows 8. - Once started
Pawclock can be configured by simply choosing the desired configuration settings - The operating system can be configured to show the clock in the system tray and/or as a true full screen clock or as a small clock on the desktop - The configuration and theme packs can be installed by simply unzipping the archive files, which are found inside the zip archive - The
clock can be configured to wake up the computer when an alarm is set - The alarm can be configured to use custom message and sound or use the default alarm - Pawclock can be set to synchronise your system clock to your atomic clock, so if you don't have a GPS receiver then Pawclock will synchronise your system clock to a free online Atomic Clock over the
internet - Pawclock can be controlled using the keyboard, mouse or by voice commands through the Microsoft Speech API (powered by the Bing Speech API) - The time format can be configured in 6 different ways - The time format can be displayed as 24 hour, 12 hour, AM/PM,

Pawclock Free

￭ Macro 1 records the current time of day and displays it in the title ￭ Macro 2 loads the current time of day ￭ Macro 3 sets the clock ￭ Macro 4 sets the clock for 24hr format ￭ Macro 5 sets the clock for 12hr format ￭ Macro 6 sets the clock for AM/PM format ￭ Macro 7 sets the clock for Alarm ￭ Macro 8 sets the clock for Wake up ￭ Macro 9 sets the clock for
Sleep ￭ Macro 10 sets the clock for Quiet mode ￭ Macro 11 sets the clock for ring-only mode ￭ Macro 12 sets the clock for sound on/off mode ￭ Macro 13 sets the clock for sound delay time ￭ Macro 14 sets the clock for custom sound ￭ Macro 15 sets the clock for custom image on clock ￭ Macro 16 sets the clock for custom text on clock ￭ Macro 17 sets the
clock for manual brightness control ￭ Macro 18 sets the clock for manual hue control ￭ Macro 19 sets the clock for custom brightness ￭ Macro 20 sets the clock for custom hue ￭ Macro 21 sets the clock for custom picture size ￭ Macro 22 sets the clock for custom color ￭ Macro 23 sets the clock for custom picture ￭ Macro 24 sets the clock for custom sound
location ￭ Macro 25 sets the clock for custom text location ￭ Macro 26 sets the clock for custom alarm delay time ￭ Macro 27 sets the clock for custom message ￭ Macro 28 sets the clock for custom sound file ￭ Macro 29 sets the clock for custom brightness ￭ Macro 30 sets the clock for custom hue ￭ Macro 31 sets the clock for custom image ￭ Macro 32 sets the
clock for custom background ￭ Macro 33 sets the clock for custom clock size ￭ Macro 34 sets the clock for custom duration ￭ Macro 35 sets the clock for custom year ￭ Macro 36 sets the clock for custom month ￭ Macro 37 sets the clock for custom day ￭ Macro 38 sets the clock for custom year day ￭ Macro 39 sets the clock for custom hour ￭ Macro 40 sets the
clock for custom minute ￭ Macro 41 sets 77a5ca646e
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Pawclock is a highly-configurable advanced digital clock. It is built around the idea of a clock with backgrounds that change to reflect the time of day. Pawclock is highly customizable so it looks and behaves how you choose. Key features: ￭ Background picture changes according to the current time of day ￭ Theme packs for easy loading of new background
pictures and clock colours ￭ Synchronise your PC clock with an atomic clock over the internet ￭ Alarm function with custom message and sound notification ￭ Fullscreen clock mode - turns your PC into a giant digital clock! ￭ Many customisation options How to install and use Pawclock: ￭ Simply run the executable file. ￭ Select the the time of day to be
displayed. ￭ Change the default title of the clock (such as "Pawclock") and other options. ￭ Set the wallpaper for the clock (choose a picture from the file) ￭ Add the clock to your startup ￭ Customise the clock! ￭ Click the clock button and type any text you want to display in the caption box Install: A VB6 Runtime for "Pawclock" may be downloaded from our
homepage System Requirements: · Windows Vista or Windows 7 ·.NET Framework 4 Pawclock is provided as a self-extracting archive For 64-bit Windows, the archive needs to be expanded using a VB6 compatible 32-bit runtime, for example, vb6sp5.exe (which is part of the Windows SDK) Installation: How to install and use Pawclock: Simply run the executable
file. Select the the time of day to be displayed. Change the default title of the clock (such as "Pawclock") and other options. Set the wallpaper for the clock (choose a picture from the file) Add the clock to your startup Customise the clock! Click the clock button and type any text you want to display in the caption box Before you start... Pawclock is a highly
configurable advanced digital clock, built around the idea of a clock with backgrounds that change to reflect the time of day. It is highly customizable so it looks and behaves how you choose. Here are some key features of "Pawclock

What's New in the Pawclock?

Pawclock is a highly-configurable advanced digital clock. It is built around the idea of a clock with backgrounds that change to reflect the time of day. Pawclock is highly customizable so it looks and behaves how you choose Here are some key features of "Pawclock": ￭ Background picture changes according to the current time of day ￭ Theme packs for easy
loading of new background pictures and clock colours ￭ Synchronise your PC clock with an atomic clock over the internet ￭ Alarm function with custom message and sound notification ￭ Fullscreen clock mode - turns your PC into a giant digital clock! ￭ Many customisation options Requirements: ￭ Visual Basic 6 runtimes Pawclock Publisher's Description:
Pawclock is a highly-configurable advanced digital clock. It is built around the idea of a clock with backgrounds that change to reflect the time of day. Pawclock is highly customizable so it looks and behaves how you choose Here are some key features of "Pawclock": ￭ Background picture changes according to the current time of day ￭ Theme packs for easy
loading of new background pictures and clock colours ￭ Synchronise your PC clock with an atomic clock over the internet ￭ Alarm function with custom message and sound notification ￭ Fullscreen clock mode - turns your PC into a giant digital clock! ￭ Many customisation options Requirements: ￭ Visual Basic 6 runtimes Pawclock Main page: Pawclock is a
highly-configurable advanced digital clock. It is built around the idea of a clock with backgrounds that change to reflect the time of day. Pawclock is highly customizable so it looks and behaves how you choose Here are some key features of "Pawclock": ￭ Background picture changes according to the current time of day ￭ Theme packs for easy loading of new
background pictures and clock colours ￭ Synchronise your PC clock with an atomic clock over the internet ￭ Alarm function with custom message and sound notification ￭ Fullscreen clock mode - turns your PC into a giant digital clock! ￭ Many customisation options Requirements: ￭ Visual Basic 6 runtimes Pawclock Description: Pawclock is a highly-
configurable advanced digital clock. It is built around the idea of a clock with backgrounds that change to reflect the time of day
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System Requirements For Pawclock:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, and Windows Server 2012 R2 Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Storage: 10 GB available space Graphics: DirectX 11-compatible video card Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent Memory: 8 GB RAM Storage
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